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Abstract—To model business processes, a variety of modeling tools and techniques are used. Colored Petri Nets (CPN) are one of the modeling notations capable of presenting different patterns in activity flows, e.g., concurrency of activities in the process. CPN Tools enables the creation and execution of business process simulation models based on CPN notation and Standard Machine Language (SML) w.r.t. different aspects of processes. For instance, assigning different resources to different tasks, generating attributes for cases, and modeling stochastic Petri nets for choices are possible. We can replay and capture process behavior in the form of event logs for what-if analyses using simulation models of business processes. However, modeling the processes and implementing SML functions for generating event logs are complicated. We designed and implemented a tool that extracts process parameters directly from an event log and converts the event log using process mining techniques to CPN models along with generated SML functions. The tool allows for the straightforward modeling of business processes without user interaction, as well as the ability to change via a user interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

Process mining insights using event data of processes are put into action by designing simulation models at detailed [1] and aggregated levels [2], [3] for future analyses. Process simulation models are crucial for replaying and regenerating process behavior in different scenarios. CPN Tools is a powerful tool for designing and simulating CPN models. It is based on two main components: (1) a graphical editor in which users are possible to design their models interactively, and (2) a simulation engine as shown in Figure 1. The engine is responsible for simulating the designed model and checking for the syntactical errors [4].

The power of CPN Tools in providing such an extensive simulation model for business processes was the motivation of various tools and techniques to generate simulation models of processes [5]. In [6], an SML framework is provided to access CPN models and enables the extension and capabilities of the tool. The provided platform for extending CPN Tools capabilities is used for a business process to represent declarative business processes. Authors in [1] exploit process mining techniques and generate CPN models which are executable via CPN Tools. The tool is a ProM plugin and covers all the aspects of process mining as one of the first automatic simulation model generation based on historical data of business processes. However, the tool is dependent on the ProM platform and requires multiple user interactions. Moreover, the option for generating the event logs of the simulation results directly from CPN Tools is not considered.

Other techniques propose the generation of process simulation models without the use of CPN Tools and in the form of independent platforms, such as [7], [8]. However, they miss the flexibility of the CPN Tools for considering different aspects of a process. Our goal is to design a tool that addresses two main purposes: (1) generating CPN models from event logs based on real-world parameters for what-if analysis, and (2) more importantly, capturing execution results in the form of event logs for various purposes, e.g., research or process mining, without designing and programming efforts.

In this paper, we introduce a new tool that is able to generate a ready to simulate CPN models directly from an event log. Our tool (GenCPN) is a web application based on Python, which reduces all the user interaction and efforts for designing the models from scratch. Moreover, the process mining insights are put into action to extract all the required process simulation parameters. The strong contribution of this tool is providing the implemented SML functions that directly include all the interactions of the simulation engine (daemon) for the CPN models. It also provides the ready-to-run CPN models in CPN Tools.

II. GENCPN: CPN MODEL GENERATOR

To design the corresponding CPN model of a given process (in the form of an event log), the results of process mining techniques are transformed into the XML notation of CPN models. The substantial information in this step is the discovered process model, i.e., Petri net, probability of choices in the process model, resource pooling and their capacity, the performance information, and the arrival rate for generating new tokens. As shown in Figure 2, the process model (Petri net) is enriched with the gained knowledge from process mining. The implementation of process discovery is based on [9] which is extended w.r.t. our framework. In the next step, the simulation parameters required for generating CPN models, i.e., .CPN files executable by the CPN Tools simulator, and the corresponding SML functions and files for automatic generation of event logs are generated. SML functions are also provided for delay of arrival rate, business hours, working days, and functions for distribution of activities’ duration. In addition to the tool’s user interface, user interaction is possible via CPN Tools’ graphical editor.

A sample result of the generated CPN model for an event log is shown in Figure 3. For generating new tokens (cases), the delay function is designed, which is automatically filled.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of CPN Tools.

Fig. 2. The general framework of the tool for generating a CPN simulation model using process mining techniques from CPN Tools.

Fig. 3. The generated CPN model for a real event log. The function for generating new tokens (cases) based on the discovered arrival rate and capturing the new cases in the event log (a). Resource pooling between two activities (b).

with the extracted arrival rate from the event log. For logging generated events in the form of an event log, the function create log file in the Openfile transition is designed (Figure 3 (a)). Figure 3 (b) represents the generated function for executing each activity based on their extracted duration from the event log, as well as a sample scenario of sharing resources (resource pool) between two activities.

III. TOOL MATURITY

CPN Tools is being used for both academic and industrial purposes. GenCPN which generates CPN models automatically based on the event logs of processes is used for generating event logs of different projects such as IOP project to regenerate event logs of production lines in a different setting. Moreover, different simulation models are designed in the previous and current researches, e.g., [7].

GenCPN is publicly available in the form of web application along with all the codes and the screencast as open source for further uses. Figure 4 is part of the tool's user interface, where the enriched discovered CPN model from the event log is shown (left). The discovered parameters are also shown (right) and possible to be changed by the user if required, e.g., arrival rate or an activity service time. The output of the tool is a zip file including the CPN file and the corresponding SML file, which is ready to be stimulated via the graphical interface of the CPN Tools.

IV. CONCLUSION

Designing executable and close-to-reality prescriptive models is a challenging task. Process mining is used to generate and design these prescribing models as close to reality as possible. We presented a tool in this paper that automatically converts event logs into executable simulation models. The simulation model parameters are filled in with real values for generating new tokens (cases) based on the discovered arrival rate and capturing the new cases in the event log.

from previous process executions. The model is created as an enriched CPN model, which can be run using CPN Tools, a sophisticated tool for simulating Petri nets. The required SML functions are also generated together with the model in order to capture simulation results in the form of event logs and to allow the user to make additional changes while running the simulation, e.g., adjusting the working hours or the density of arrival rate for different months.
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